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Translation of biotechnology into clinical condensed matter physics of ALS, impact for efficient 
therapy

Molecular Unlimited Systems-Imaging Cycler (IC®) robotics, a toponome imaging system, decodes the hitherto unknown and 
unexpected dark space of diseases at >4.5x10 to the 481 combinatorial molecular resolution in situ/in vivo. As shown for 

ALS, the dark space is not a nihility or nothingness, but an almost continuous ontological contexture, a quasi-infinite parallelism 
of polyphony, which can be translated into efficient therapies, and in clinical condensed matter physics of ALS. An ALS patient 
was treated on this basis by depletion therapy of axotomy – competent cells (ACC) detected by an IC robot resulting in durable 
recovery. All tested ALS patients display these cells in their blood. The introduced approach is likely to be an efficient new therapeutic 
approach based on hypothesis-free methods of ALS-systems analysis on a large scale in topologically intact tissue structures, as 
required for approaches to condensed matter physics of living matter.
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